Abstract -We define the diversity function and analyze its limiting behavior which results in two important design criteria: the diversity product and the diversity sum. Numerical methods are derived which allows one to construct codes with excellent diversity function and excellent diversity product and sum.
I. INTRODUCTION
A
DIVERSITY CRITERIA
We define a simplified function called the diversity function through:
(1) As a result of the limiting behavior analysis of the diversity function, we derive the following design criteria: diversity product (for high SNR) and diversity sum (for low SNR).
The diversity product of a unitary constellation V is defined
The diversity sum is defined as follows: The diversity sum of a unitary constellation V is defined as URL: http: //W. nd. edu/-eecoding/
NUMERICAL DESIGN OF UNITARY CONSTELLATIONS WITH GOOD DIVERSITY
We use Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SA) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) (see e.g. [l] ) to search the optimized constellation. The following constellations were all obtained in less than 3 minutes on an Intel Pentium 800MHz PC.
I 10 I 0.6826 I +=(0.7071) I 0.6981 I 0.6920 I 0.6817 I
IV. CONSTELLATIONS OF DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS
We used Genetic Algorithm to optimize the diversity product and diversity sum at the same time to derive two constellations of dimension 3 and 4 respectively. We have chosen the size in such that the rate is comparable in each case.
I size I rate I DP I DS 2 dim I 3 I 0.7925 I 0.8660 I 0.8660
The first graph below illustrates the performance of the three different constellations.
One can see how the 4-dimensional constellation really performs well at high SNR.
In general it seems to be difficult to come up with algebraic constructions of constellations with good diversity sum/product or more general good diversity function. In the next section we outline how numerical techniques can lead to near optimal constellations. More details on this can be found in [2] . Essential in the numerical algorithms is the Cayley transform [3] .
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